
These are Playtest Rules.  They are draft rules under consideration by our Rules Team, and are 
unofficial.  If you wish to use them in a game you must have your opponent’s consent beforehand.  If you 
play in any Battleground event (such as a tournament), they may not be used without the organizer’s 
agreement. 

Playtest Rules 
“By trickery and ambush, the Goblins collapsed the Outer Gate.  
“By savagery and might, the Trolls battered down the Inner Gate.   
“By fury and steel, the Orcs overwhelmed the Forge Gate. 
“But neither cunning, nor force, nor strength of arms could breach the Bastion Gate. 
“The Longbeards held. The gate stood. Our city survived.” 
 
 - The Song of Dromnihr, the Distant Citadel 
 
Runeguard has been an unyielding bastion in the darkest of ages, with every Dwarf standing ready to defend 
their homeland. Forge Wardens hoist their hammers while Home Guard swap tools for axe and shield. From 
the Hinterlands come Ram Riders and Foresters. The Gate Wardens hold the ramparts as the first line of 
defense, and Longbeards protect the King Eternal. 
 
In Runeguard, every Dwarf is a soldier.  Each of the myriad guilds maintain regiments capable of answering 
the call to arms.  Every able-bodied guildmember is required to drill in their free time, so that these units 
have discipline the equal of professional soldiers in other realms.  A Dwarf in their third century of life may 
not have the same skill as a veteran mercenary from Hawkshold, but they will have the same or better 
cohesion. 
 
These guilds, and the units they produce, are bound together by a familial weave of clan ties.  When a Dwarf 
is wronged or slain, it is not just their guild that comes to their aid.  It is also the clan relatives, along with 
any guild they are affiliated, that comes to settle affairs.  This is why in the Holds of Men there is a warning 
that to cheat one Dwarf is to declare war on Runeguard.  And the Dwarves do not forget. 
 
Despite this stern demeanor, the Dwarves of Runeguard have been the shield for the Known Realms.  It was 
Runeguard that held at bay the tide of the First Orc Invasion so that the Holds of Men and the High Elves 
could regroup.  It was Runeguard that protected the shattered lands from the worst predations of the Dark 
Elves.  And it is Runeguard today that responds to the threats of monsters from the fetid north, Orcs from the 
trackless west, barbarians from the frozen south, and the plague of necromancy from within the Known 
Realms. 



Units 

 Attack Defense Range Courage Move Hit Boxes  Cost Type 

Gate Wardens (6*) 5* / 5*  2 / 3  13 2.5”* 4 4 4 
273 Core 

Natural Sprinters, Spears.  

Hinterland Foresters (5) 5 / 6  1 / 3  12 2.5”* 4 4 4 
226 Core 

Natural Sprinters. 

Home Guard (5) 5 / 5  2 / 3 - 12 2.5”* 4 4 4 
228 Core 

Natural Sprinters. 

Shortbeards (5) 4 / 5  2 / 2  12 2.5”* 4 4 4 
154 Core 

Natural Sprinters. 

Tinkerer Bowfolk (4) 5* / 5*  0 / 2 14" 12 2.5”* 3 3 3 
158 Core 

Natural Sprinters, Tinker.  (-0) -2/-2 while Engaged. 

Expedition Guard (3*) 5 / 5  1* / 3 14" 12 2.5”* 4 4 4 
255 Standard 

Natural Sprinters. (+2) +0/+0 and +1/+0 while Engaged. Range attack is Line of Sight.  

Forge Wardens (7) 5 / 5  1 / 3  13 2.5”* 4 4 4 
252 Standard 

Natural Sprinters, Resilient. 

Hinterland Ram Riders (4) 5 / 5*  2* / 3  12 5” 3 2 2 

240 Standard 
Cavalry. (+0)+0/+1, +1 Impact Hit, and +1/+0 while Charging (This is in addition to the normal Charging 
bonus.)   

Miners (4) 4 / 7  1 / 2  12 2.5”* 4 4 4 
162 Standard 

Natural Sprinters, Tunneling.  

Antonian Horsefolk (6) 6 / 5*  3* / 1  12 7” 3 2 1 
280 Elite 

Cavalry. (+0) +0/+1 and +1/+0 while Charging (This is in addition to the normal Charging bonus.)  

Ballistas (4*) 5* / 7*  1 / 2 21” 12 2.5” 3 2 2 
294 Elite 

Wheeled.  (-1) -1/-2 while Engaged.  Can not move and Shoot.   Ranged attack is a Low Arc attack.   

Brewmasters (4) 5 / 5  1 / 2  12 2.5”* 3 4 3 
186 Elite 

Natural Sprinters.  Draughts:  Forge Breath Ale, Juggernaut Stout, Poppy's Milk Lager  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Longbeards (5) 6 / 6  1 / 4  14 2.5”* 4 4 4 
374 Elite 

Natural Sprinters, Resolute.   

 



FACTION ABILITIES 
 

Steadfast - You may spend a Command Action to mark the [Steadfast] box. While the box is marked the unit gets (+1) +0/+0 
for engaged attacks and +1 when in the Yellow or +2 when in the Red. Erase the box if the unit Routs. 
 
Note: Antonian Horsefolk do not have the Steadfast checkbox. 
 
People of Hill and Crag - Dwarves of Runeguard units suffer  no Movement Class penalties from Hill ter rain.  
 
Bears the Grudge -  If a Dwarf unit with a [Steadfast] box has the Enemy Unit Objective standing order  modifier  it Bears 
the Grudge against that enemy unit.  If you play a "Rune of. . ." command card, the unit gets the modifiers on the Bears the Grudge 
line instead of the normal modifiers.  It takes an extra Command Action to direct control or change the standing order of a unit that 
Bears the Grudge. 
 
 
 
 

UNIT KEYWORDS 
 
Natural Sprinters: This unit's MC is 3.5"  when Final Rushing or  Routing.  Dur ing your  Movement & Command Phase, 
you can expend a Command Action to make this unit's MC 3.5" for the turn.  You may affect multiple units by spending one 
Command Action per unit. 
 
Resilient: When this unit takes 3 or  more damage dur ing an attack, you may erase the [Steadfast] box to prevent 1 damage.  
 
Resolute: This unit automatically passes all Fear  checks. 
 
Tinker: After  this unit rolls to-hit, you can erase the [Steadfast] box to reroll any misses.  This counts as playing a Command 
Card. 
 
Tunneling: When using the Standard Deployment Procedure, this unit may be deployed anywhere within 15"  of the 
owning player's long table edge.  They may not be deployed in Impassible Terrain or Terrain that gives them a Movement 
Category penalty. 
 
 
Draughts:  This unit can give a Draught to a fr iendly unit within 3.5”, following all the rules for casting spells.  Mark 1 
Draught box after you give a Draught to a unit.  Once all Draught boxes are marked, this unit cannot give Draughts to units.  Each 
Draught has a keyword for the type of spell it is. 
 
Forge Breath Ale (Blessing) - The unit receiving this Draught makes a (3)6/6 ranged attack against one Engaged enemy unit 
the next time it attacks.  The unit that received this Draught takes 1 damage for every die result of 6 on the To-Hit roll (before 
modifications). 
 
Juggernaut Stout (Blessing) - The unit receiving this Draught rolls a Courage Check in the Pre-Combat Courage Phase.  If the 
unit passes, any hits during a To-Hit roll with a die result of 1 or 2 (before modification) automatically wound the next time it 
attacks.  If the unit fails the Courage Check, this Draught has no effect. 
 
Poppy's Milk Lager (Blessing, Healing) - The unit receiving this Draught erases one damage.  Mark the unit card to show it 
received this Draught.  For every mark it has, the unit gets   (-0)-1/-0.  These marks cannot be removed until the end of the game. 





Design Notes 

The problem with fixing the Dwarves is that they were fine. 

 

Unlike The Risen Kingdom (which had balance issues) or the Orcs & Goblins (which needed to ‘feel’ more 

like Orcs), the Dwarves were both balanced and they felt right.  Yes Dwarves had some issues with mobility 

that had them leaning on the Antonian Cavalry too much, but the Miners and Ram Riders fixed that issue. 

 

At their core, Dwarves played like they should:  they made a line of infantry that slowly marched forward.  

Their natural toughness and Courage-boosting Command Cards were not flashy, but would keep them in the 

fight long enough to grind the enemy down.   

 

The problem was even a reliable faction like Dwarves should feel exciting, and Dwarves simply didn’t. 

 

What makes a faction exciting is not just the cool special rules in action.  It’s tension born from uncertainty.  

You the player don’t know how a decision will play out and have to make an estimated guess based on the 

battlefield context.  Battleground is like blitz chess: it’s making the right decision in real time. 

 

Dwarves had one right way to play and it was a fairly obvious one.  This meant that in most cases, there’s no 

real decision tension for you the player.  But if Dwarves were balanced and felt right (i.e. felt ’dwarfy), then 

any change could make them unbalanced or not feel ‘dwarfy’ anymore.  Or both.  

 

And that became our goal:  how to give multiple ways to play that still feel ‘dwarfy.’ 

 

This design philosophy has shown up in other blog posts.  The Miners gave Dwarves some mobility without 

giving them speed.  The Brewmasters could augment the line of regular Dwarf units such as Axemen, 

Spearmen, and Hammermen (now renamed Home Guard, Gate Wardens, and Forge Wardens, respectively).  

And the heretofore unseen Ram Riders are a take on Dwarven cavalry that is different than the Antonian 

Horsefolk. 

 

That gave us a little bit of variety for sure.  You could build different armies, which would win in different 

ways.  But let’s be honest, units like Miners and Ram Riders are auxiliaries.  A Dwarf player is going to have 

a line sturdy Dwarves (and they should).  So what if we changed the way those line units played? 

 

The answer lay in the archetype of Dwarves:  tough and tenacious, but also stubborn and willing to hold a 

grudge forever.  The first half of that came through in the faction, needed rules that captured the second part. 

 

We introduced the Steadfast rule to capture that tenacity, and the Bears the Grudge rule to capture that 

stubbornness.  And we used the Command Cards to bridge the gap between the two. 

 

Steadfast, the Dwarves’ new checkbox ability, is a revision of the previous Rune of Uruz checkbox.  It 

provides mostly the same ability, +1 attack die, but also gives them a Courage bonus when the unit is in the 



Yellow or the Red.  It’s designed to be useful to all Dwarf units, but different units will find a greater benefit 

from one aspect than the other. 

 

The bonus attack die provides the greatest benefit on units like Forge Wardens or Longbeards (and in fact was 

so good, we jokingly said that the Rune of Uruz comes stapled onto the Longbeards like a note pinned to a 

kindergartner’s shirt).  But it was less good on Home Guard or Shortbeards (formerly Axemen and Militia). 

 

Giving a Courage bonus to the ability now gives an incentive to checking the box on units like Shortbeards.  

Chances are these poor souls are going to be taking Rout Checks a lot.  It’s less good on Longbeards who will 

seldom be taking Rout Checks. 

 

The best value for the Steadfast box is on the middle-of-the-road Dwarf units:  Home Guard, Foresters, Gate 

Wardens, etc.  These units can benefit from the extra die and will likely take Rout Checks.  Because the 

checkbox is most useful to those units, we subtly reinforce that this is an army of citizen-soldiers, not 

professionals. 

 

But note it only gives a Courage bonus when in the Yellow or Red.  A Dwarf unit that gets pinched early in the 

game wouldn’t get that bonus.  Dwarves still need to protect their flanks! 

 

 

Bears the Grudge is a new ability to reflect that more ill-tempered aspect of Dwarves, and alters the way those 

average Dwarf units play.  When a Dwarf unit gets a standing order, either at the start of the game or through 

spending a Command Action, they can have an Enemy Unit Objective modifier to their standing order.   

 

If they do have that Objective modifier, they Bear the Grudge against that enemy unit.  They recognize the 

enemy as someone who some offense in the past, either to them personally or some clan ancestor.  And they 

want payback... 

 

When Runeguard Command Cards are played on these Dwarf units, they use the special Bears the Grudge 

bonus instead of the normal bonus.  Instead of getting a small combat bonus and a good Courage bonus, the 

Dwarf unit gets a major combat bonus (but no Courage bonus).   

 

This means that, for that attack, a unit of Home Guard attack just as well as a unit of Longbeards against that 

hated enemy.  Or the Dwarf unit could becoming inured to the enemy’s attacks, planting their feet and taking 

the best shot from the enemy with no effect.   

 

Besides working in the confines of the existing BGFW rules (learn how Objective Modifiers work and you’re 

good to go!), it also came with a real downside:  a Dwarf unit that Bears the Grudge doesn’t get the Courage 

bonus.  This is not an option!   

 

Once you choose to have them Bear the Grudge, they must take that combat bonus for the Command Card.  

They do not have the option to take the less combat bonus & the Courage bonus.  The Dwarves in their dour 

anger can lose cohesion as they focus purely on settling that grudge. 

 



The Command Cards are the bridge between these two styles of play.  They can bolster your line as before in 

that stolid, reliable style of play.  Or by Bearing the Grudge, the Command Cards can be used purely for 

combat, pummeling the enemy into submission rather than slowly grinding them down. 

 

These revisions and new rules give you the player the choice of how your units are going to play.  Even taking 

‘average’ Home Guard units still gives you playstyle flexibility.  Some of your Home Guard (or other 

Dwarves) can be the usual tenacious fighters who outlast the enemy.  Others can become engines of 

destruction that are more interested in settling scores than listening to their general.  And while most of those 

decisions are made at deployment, you still have some control of that during the game. 

 

More importantly, the Dwarves of Runeguard still play right.  They still feel ‘dwarfy.’  The new units and 

rules combine in a way that is exciting to play.  We encourage you to try out these rules and give us your 

feedback on our Facebook page or our forum! 

 

 

Till the Next Missive. . . 

 

 

The Outlaw Alchemist 


